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Senate endorses student voice
By Kathy Fraze
Staff Reporter
Faculty Senate yesterday endorsed
student attempts to gain a voice in
departmental decisions.
Senators adopted a resolution approving the principle of a recent Student
Council bill calling for student participation in departmental decisionmaking.
"The original resolution asked
Senators to encourage the use of student
opinion and evaluation as an integral
part of tenure decisions.
An amendment to include decisions
concerning luring, promotion and termination of contract as well as tenure
was defeated.
Dr. Jerry Streichler, professor of
industrial education, proposed an
amendment substituting "department"
decisions for "tenure."
The amendment, aimed at removing
the limitation of student participation in
tenure decisions alone, was passed.
Debate over the resolution was
opened to the nearly 75 students sitting in
the visitor's section and standing along
the walls.
Students expressed disappointment
that the resolution was not strong
enough.
Student Council Rep. Russ
Haber labelled the measure a
"meaningless piece of paper" and a
"token appeasement" for the students.
However, Senators stressed that the
purpose of the resoltion was merely to
endorse the principle of student participation. It was not meant to set up

Ecology group
gets permission
to collect trash
It took a little fight and ■ little
pressure, but 25 students have finally
won the right to some of the city's garbage.
Six members of the Environmental
Teach-in Committee, headed by Jeff
Dewitt, sophomore(BA), and VickiEvans
sophomore (LA) were forced to go to City
Council Monday night for permission to
pick up papers and aluminum
cans
for today's Earth-Day Project.
The committee members and student
volunteers plan to sell the papers and
cans back to industries for re-cycling into
useful products.
Authorization to go ahead with the
city-wide collection drive was at first
denied by city Safety-Service Director
Walter L. /.ink last week.
According to Dewitt, Zink originally
told the group that the drive was against
city ordinances. So they decided to go
over his head.
They took their case to City Council
Monday night, where they found a
number of sympathizers.
"I was really pleased," Dewitt said.
"I was hoping they wouldn't be aa
unreasonable as Zink, and they weren't."
A number of councilmen did express
concern over the students' ability to meet
their committment, however, and were
afraid the city would be hit by a barrage
of telephone calls from citizens whose
papers and cans were overlooked.
But they voiced their support, with
Councilman Lloyd Shetten remarking
that the worth of the project far overshadowed any problems mat might come
up.
DeWitt said the collection group will
do as thorough a Job as possible, working
Thursday and Friday evening! if they
have to.
He added he has asked that all
complaints received by the city be forwarded to the committee's headquarters,
where they will be followed up.
All citizens have been asked to keep
the aluminum cans and papers separate
from their regular garbage, and to mark
it with an ecology symbol, he said.
According to Miss Evans, Mason's
Gulf Station, the University, Bee Gee
Rental and Paul Jones, editor of the
Sentinel Tribune, have all contributed
trucks or trailers for the project.

specific guidelines to be followed by
every department.
Robert Bransford. mathematics instructor at the University's Firelands
branch, read a resolution passed by the
Firelands faculty opposing attempts to
give students a voice in departmental
affairs.
The resolution stated that the Student
Council bill was designed "specifically to
impair, limit and restrict the academic
freedom of the faculty...and would
constitute a denial of the historic and
hard-won right to such freedom."
Bransford said academic freedom
could be destroyed just as easily by
student harrassment as by that of the
' administration, industry or newspapers.
Following the meeting, Bransford
called the bill an attempt to "give
students leverage on their professors."
Student Body President Greg Thatch
expressed pleasure with the endorsement.
He said he was not concerned by the
change in wording of the resolution. "I
don't think it matters as much as the
principle involved-that's the important
fact," he said.
"I think it's a strong enough
statement to get done what we have to
get done. It's up to the students now."
Dr. Joseph Balogh, Senate Chairman,
agreed. "The students have their foot in
the door. Now it'll be up to them to put
pressure on the respective departments."
He luuaMered the Senate's action a
milestone in achieving student participation on the departmental level.
"It was important that we endorse
that principle. We've come a long way
today," Dr. Balogh said.
However, he insisted that the
departments must be permitted to decide
individually to what extent student
opinions would be used.
"It is not the prerogative of Faculty
Senate to dictate how the departments
carry out such action," he said.
The Senate also ratified a recommendation by the Senate Executive
Committee (SEC) to seat four undergraduate and two graduate students
as ex officio members.
The new members will include the
president and three vice presidents of
Student Council, the president of the
Graduate Student Senate and the
graduate student representative to SEC.
SEC recommended the resolution in
order to open "channels for communication within the University and to
give students further experience in
representational democracy."
Dr. Robert Holm, chairman of the
SEC sub-committee which recommended
the resolution, supported the proposal,
saying student representation on other
organizations has proven desirable and
effective.

N»wtpholo by Jim Fiadfer

APPROXIMATELY Ml students attended yesterday's Is
ulty St<eate meeting when thai groan adopted a res-

TODAY
10 a in. A seminar concerning
'Population Pollution: Fertility and the
Family" in the Dogwood Suite. Union.
2 p.m. A seminar concerning "The
Prevalence of People and the Checks to
Population" in the Dogwood Suite,
Union.
I p in A seminar concerning "Power
Pollution The Politics of Protest" in the
I logwood Suite, Union.
i p.m.-5:30 p.m. Regular PTV
programs for children will deal with
ecological themes as a part of NET'S
"Earth Day,"
5:30 p in Channel 70 Report of local
Earth Hay events.
6-8 p.m. Live coverage of Earth Day
activities in the East and Midwest interspersed with filmed and videotaped
portraits of the environmental problems
will be presented on WBGU-TV.
8 p.m. Dr. Paul Ehrlich, noted
population specialist and author of "The
Population Bomb," will speak in Anderson Arena.
8:30 p.m. WBGU-TV will present a
discussion of Frank Graham's "Since
Silent Spring," and which updates the
late Rachel Carson's findings on the use
of pesticides.
9 p.m. WBGU-TV will present a
program which will span the East,
Midwest and Far West, and include
excerpts from a special play in San
Francisco and live coverage of the
Survival Walk through the San Joaquin
Valley

Sociology grads get pay hike
By Wayne Thomas
Staff Reporter
The sociology department faculty
voted unanimously yesterday to raise the
minimum pay for six first-year graduate
students.
The approved $400 increase raises the
minimum pay to (1800, the amount asked
for by dissenting graduate students in the
department.
Also approved by the faculty was a
request from the graduate students for a
voting member on the department's
Graduate Committee, Faculty Committee, and any other ad hoc committees
which may be formed of interest to
graduate students.
The 16 members of the department's
graduate staff staged a placard-carrying
protest on behalf of their demands last
Thursday in front of the Union.
The favorable vote yesterday appears

Teach-in concludes
with speaker-author
Dr. Paul Ehrlich, population
specialist and author of the best-selling
book, "The Population Bomb," will be
the final speaker of the 22<lay Teach-in
activities ending tonight.
He is an advocate of world-wide birth
control and a professor of biology at
Stanford University where Dr. Ehrlich
directs graduate study for the department of biological sciences.
His talk is scheduled for 8 pjh. in the
Grand Ballroom.
Dr. Ehrlich is expected to touch upon
many of the following statements which,
he says, are pare fiction.
-The population explosion is over, at
least in the United States, because the
birth rate is at an all-time low.
-The United States has no population
problem; it is a problem of the underdeveloped countries.
-Much of the Earth is empty land
which can be put under cultivation in
order to supply food for the burgeoning
population of the planet.
-Although land agriculture cannot
possibly take care of our food needs, we
still have "immeasurable" resources of
the sea which can be tapped so that we
can populate the Earth until people are

olution to permit students a larger voice In departmental
dectslon-Diaking.
,„

Teach-in
schedule

Jammed together like rabbits in a
warren.
-Science (with a capital S) will find a
new way to feed everyone: perhaps by
making food synthetically.
-We can solve the crowding problem
on our planet by migrating to other
planets.
-Family planning is the answer to the
population explosion. It has worked in
places like Japan; it will work in places
like India.
Dr. Ehrlich concluded a recent
magazine article: "We must get a
majority of Americans to recognize the
simple choice: lower the birth rate or
face a drastic rise in the death rate.
"We must divert attention from the
treatment of symptoms of the population
explosion and start treating its cause. We
have no more time; we must act now.
Next year will not do. It is already too
late for us to survive unscathed.
"Now we must make decisions
designed to minimize the damage.
America today reminds me of the fabled
man who jumped off the top of a 50-story
building. As he passed the second floor he
was heard to say 'things have gone pretty
well so far'. "

to have placated the graduate students at
the present time. Jim Howell, graduate
student representative to faculty
meetings, said the students planned no
further protests pending actual Implementation of the approved pay raise.
"It appears as though in good faith
both Dr. Balogh and the faculty are going
to raise the base pay. We assume and
hope that the faculty will keep their
commitment to us-we wait in good faith
for them to do it," said Howell.
Dr. Balogh noted that the department
had been aware of the needs of the
graduate students and said it was
significant that the pay raise vote was
unanimously passed.
The chairman termed the faculty
meeting "very professional", and expressed hope that the vote would lead to
better morale within the department.

representatives, to the committee is
voted upon by the graduate students.
Howell said he wished to clear up a
misunderstanding that the cause of the
past "unrest" was due in large measure
to the intransigence of the Graduate
Committee.
"We have since found out that due to

Officers claim Yiets
have not met test

WASHINGTON (AP)- Some senior
military officers, dissenting from
President Nixon's confident view, say the
South Vietnamese Army has yet to be
tested in a major way on the battlefield—
and may not be ready for such a test.
Dr. Groat explained that the increase
These officers, interviewed after
would affect only the present graduate Nixon's report to the nation Monday
student assistants. The increase for new night, said the critical testing stage for
assistants will be effective for the 1971-72 the South Vietnamese Army is expected
school term.
through the next six months.
Contracts bearing the $1400 stipend
"The moment of truth is aphave already been mailed to prospective proaching," said one general who
new assistants around the country, said believes the South Vietnamese forces
still are spotty in performance after
Dr. Groat.
He noted that since some of the more than a year of intensified training
contracts are always rejected, the money and equipping under the administration's
called for in those contracts will be used Vietnamization program.
to grant the additional pay increases to
"Some of their divisions are not the
present assistants.
greatest," he said.
An amendment to the pay raise,
What worries VS. officers is that
however, calls for the graduate students American combat milts will be so
to work a few extra hours a week. Howell reduced in coming months that the U.S.
said the graduate students were aware of command will have too few ground
the probably increased work load before resources to shore up the South Vietnegotiations began with the department namese if they crack under a concerted
Dr. Joseph Perry Jr., also a member North Vietnamese drive.
of the Graduate Committee, said he felt
This concern was underscored when
rapport within the sociology department the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended a
was improved as a result of the 60-day delay in any further troop withdrawals. Gen. Creighton W. Abrams,
agreements reached.
"I think everyone thought mistakes U.S. commander in Vietnam, also urged
had been made and tried to rectify a delay.
But Nixon went ahead with his new
them," he said.
Dr. Balogh said it was significant the troop pullout announcement-and surgraduate student representative to all prised many officers and Pentagon
committees would be a voting member. civilian officials by committing the
The motion to seat a graduate student United States to withdraw an additional
carried by an 8-4 vote with one faculty 150,000 men by next Spring.
This would bring total withdrawals to
member abstaining.
Howell will continue to serve as the 265,000, nearly half Ins number there at
graduate student representative to the the peak of he buildup.
As surprising as these figures were to
faculty until a representative, or

The pay raise will not effect incoming
graduate students next fall, said Dr.
Theodore Groat, a member of the
department's Graduate Committee.

certain political moves within the
department, it would not be justifiable to
put complete blame on the Graduate
Committee for the student unrest.
"I think the fact that the minimum
stipend is increased is a great step forward for the whole department," concluded Howell.

the military officers was the highly
confident tone of Nixon's assessments.
These officers acknowledge there
has been substantial progress toward
meeting equipment and training goals,
and in the all-important pacification
efforts.
But they contend the quality of the
retrained South Vietnamese troops has
been tested only on a limited scale. And
they are far from sure that the South
Vietnamese military leadership and the
men in the ranks are good enough yet to
fight it out with the North Vietnamese even with U.S. air and artillery
support.
In Saigon yesterday, more than 2,000
South Vietnamese rangers, backed by
scores of tanks and armored personnel
carriers, pressed their operation at least
two miles inside Cambodia for the second
day, informed sources reported.
There were no details of any renewed
fighting, which by official count cost the
enemy 144 dead and the South Vietnamese 20 killed and 75 wounded Monday.
The operation is in Cambodia's Svay
Rieng Province about 55 miles west of
Saigon.
It is in this province that Viet Cong
and North Vietnamese troops are
threatening Svay Rieng, the provincial
capital 25 miles west of the border.
The South Vietnamese crossed into
Cambodia 25 miles south of Highway 1,
the major road link between Saigon and
the Cambodian capital of Phnom
Penh.
The Highway area was the
scene of two major operations last week
in which two enemy bases were
destroyed. Enemy bases probably were
the target this time.
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'Calm Down! That Was Only The Weatherman Saying
The Mercury Is Going To Rise'

infamous elite

new approach

rational move

no real changes
President Nixon has decided to withdraw an additional
150,000 troops from South Vietnam by May 1971. He told
the nation Monday night that "pacification Is succeeding."
One White House spokesman has said that the supposedly new withdrawal schedule makes no significant
changes over previous ones. According to the official, the
ceiling on U.S. troops in Vietnam would be virtually the
same as is now provided for under Presidential dictum.
If the entire concept of troop withdrawal is to be effective, the pullout rate should be stepped up to meet the
desire to ultimately turn the responsibility of waging the
war over to the South Vietnamese. Delay will only complicate the present situation.

in 1968 when he wore a similarlyconstructed shirt to a meeting of the
House Un-American Activities Committee in Washington.
CBS electronically blotted out
Hoffman's shirt -but his harangues were
played across the nation.
Hoffman thus joined the ranks of the
infamous elite, the men to whom
television-and television alone-has lent
notoriety.
•
The networks have sent their
correspondents to far-removed sectors of
the globe to film the propaganda
speeches of rebel leaders and anarchists.
They have reached all the way to Africa
to hear Stokeley Carmichael spew venom
and have flown to distant Algiers to interview Eldridge Cleaver.
And all in the name of news!
It now seems that the quickest way
to get nationwide news coverage is to
denounce the country, deface a
university campus, shout obscenties
before a judge, or explode bombs from a
home-made factory.
Or if the protesters in the street can
raise enough of a raucous and wreak
enough havoc, it won't be long before the
rovering eye of the television camera
picks them out. The cameras will week
close-ups of irate policemen wildly
swinging clubs and forget the taunts of
the crowd.
The viewer will even be able to
predict the station breaks-right after
someone is bludgeoned into unconsciousness or bloodied by scuffling.
The very mobility of the TV medium
demands action, and if it looks hard
enough, it will find plenty of action.
Washington columnist Henry J.
Taylor recently called television the
"third parent" in the American
This aroused the Indians. "You mean you kicked us around
all these years," they said heatedly, "for some silly dream?" household. It has the other two on the
"We told you all along it was only a dream," said the racists run. TV is proving itself to be more than
adequate competition for the attention of
smugly.
family members.
This dream's a bad joke." said the Poles.
"The public pays billions in taxes to
"Some dream when they won't let you in their golf clubs,"
support education.
The average
said the Jews.
"And tax you to support their secular schools," said the youngster spends more than a third of his
v/aking hours in classroom. Yet
Catholics.
millions of children spend even more
"Separate but equal sexes!" cried the feminists.
"It shows you how rotten this society is!" crowed the time before the television set. And it is
militant students. And they redoubled their rock throwing to here that villainy in education begins.
Ever wonder how a Molotov cocktail
build a better one.
Now a dream is a fragile thing, built of gossamer hopes and is made? Want to build a bomb at home?
misty imagery. Once you say it's only a dream, that's all it is- How about a self-launching grenade?
Just watch NBC, CBS, or ABC .
only a dream. And you can't really believe in it any more.
The President had no choice. "To bring us together," he Watch one or watch 'em all. Whether
said, "I am today creating the United Black States of you're looking for jungle bombings in
Mississippi and Louisiana. the United Racist States of Georgia Vietnam, confrontations on the campus,
and Florida, the United Indian States of Alcatraz and or mayhem in the streets, you can be
sure the networks have it. All of it.
Oklahoma, The United Student State of Berkeley..."
Television addicts are the victims of
The Poles got Chicago, the Jews got New York, the
Catholics reclaimed Maryland and the feminists got divorced. a constant barrage of shootings and
As before, there were still SO States. But in each, each man stabbings, lootings and burnings, battles
lived with his own kind, fighting with others of other kinds. It and riots. One national survey suggests
was no worse than it had been for a million years. And no that before the average child reaches the
age of 15, he or she will witness more
better either.
Of course, now that men everywhere had awakened to than 10,000 TV murders. A single city
reported that its networks portray
reality, no one dreamed The Wonderful Dream any more.
Moral: A dream may be nothing but a dream. But a dream more than 800 acts of violence in a
single week.
is' better than nothing.
To assert that the viewing of violence
does not in itself help to breed more
violence is to cloud the issue in deception.
And the situation is getting
progressively worse.
As columnist Taylor so aptly put it,
Hoffman on CBS was just "par for the
course."
By Richard Price
Assistant Editorial Editor
Abbie Hoffman is alive and well and
living in Hollywood. Anyway, he might
as well be. The convicted Chicago 7 riot
inciter is preaching violence and all the
networks can do is continually invite him
on their shows.
Television seems to be addicted to
violence in one form or another. While
NBC, CBS and ABC would pose as
paragons of virtue, a Fox TV executive
names Alan Silverbach recently let the
proverbial "cat" out of the bag.
In an interview, Silverbach said,
"There's a tremendous viewer reaction
to violence, rape or murder. Everybody
wants to look over everybody else's
shoulder. It has viewer-appeal, you
know, and we want the largest number of
eyeballs per dollar."
CBS enjoyed a large viewing
audience but ran into a few legal snarls
when Hoffman visited the late-night
Merv Griffin show, flamboyantly garbed
in a shirt made from pieces of an
American flag.
The network went ahead and taped
the show. Only when it was ready to be
aired did the CBS legal department say
that desecration of the flag is a criminal
offense.
As if the network needed the
reminder, particularly since Hoffman
had been served with an arrest warrant

Well, following his failure to get appointed to the
Supreme Court, G. Harrold Carswell has decided on a new
course of action to further his blossoming political
career.
He has resigned from the Fifth U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals to seek the Republican nomination for U.S.
Senator from Florida.
His motives are unquestionably noble."The election of
a United States senator from Florida this November offers
a real and vital opportunity to join President Nixon in his
goals of restructuring our country and its government
along constitutional, conservative lines," Carswell said.
He undoubtedly feels indebted to President Nixon for
the President's help in the past, and such sterling sen
timents from a politician are indeed encouraging.
Whatever motives, Carswell will find it helpful in the
Senate race to have a name that is a household word.
Besides, if you can't beat them, join them.

Probably the most important negotiations between
two countries in the modern age have begun with the
Strategic Arms Limitations Talks between the United
States and Russia in Vienna.
The issues at stake are disarmament and arms
limitation -whatever can be hammered out in the secret
sessions by both delgations.
The obvious importance of the talks is to halt and
hopefully reverse the buildup of nuclear weapons-which
are entirely capable of destroying civilization as we know
it. The hard truth from our viewpoint is that if these
weapons are in a continual state of readiness, someday
they will be used.
The problem realized by the nuclear powers but the
one they have been unable to solve is the paradoxical
situation where in deploying more nuclear weapons to
heighten their comparative security, nations actually are
increasing the level of international Insecurity.
A country deploys offensive missiles. Its "enemies'
react with a new deployment of their own, and any comparative advantage has been equalized. But the total
number of weapons in readiness has increased, and so as a
result overall insecurity has Increased.
That this problem can or will be resolved in the SALT
talks is another story. It's situation where, "this sounds
like a good idea, but you do it first."
This is why the talks may fail to get anywhere. As yet,
neither the United States nor Russia has been willing to lay
its conception of "national security" on the line and begin
to back off in the weapons race.
This concept of national security has been traditionally
aimed at protecting a country's citizens through the
establishment of a huge military force. This concept is no
longer valid.
In the nuclear age, national security can best be
achieved by scaling down deployment of nuclear weapons.
Fewer weapons means greater security for all countries
of the world.
One researcher reports that in the past six
years, the total amount of money devoted toward military
forces by governments is roughly equal to the amount
these governments have spent for public education and
health care. But are we more secure from these huge
military expenditures?
Assuming men are rational animals, the only rational
course of action by the nuclear powers can be toward
disarmament.

opinion

I—our man Hoppe

America is only a dream
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Once upon a time there was a wonderful country called
America. It had a wonderful dream. It dreamed that all men
were created equal. It dreamed that all kinds of men could
thus live together as brothers.
This was a brand new dream. For a million years each man
had lived with his own kind, fighting with others of other kinds.
So the people of the world were excited by The Wonderful
American Dream.
All kinds of men flocked to America to be part of the dream-l.itlmanians and LMCWI, Paraguayans and Poles. Transylvanians and tranvestites. Miraculously, all became
Americans.
Of course, as with any dream so wonderful and new, there
were troubles. Once, Americans had to fight a terrible war
with each other to save the Union, free the black men and
thereby preserve the dream.
A hundred years passed. There were setbacks. But
progress was slowly made. The day finally came when the
dream seemed almost a reality. That, oddly enough was when
America woke up.
The blacks stirred first. For a hundred years they had
struggled for a place in The Wonderful American Dream. But
the closer they got, the more they saw what they had been
missing. And the more frustrated they became.
"Integration's nothing but a dream," they said angrily.
"We'll go our own way and do our own thing."
"Well, if integration's nothing but a dream," said the
whites testily, "it's sure not worth busing our kids across town
for."

news Lerrers
fhe garbage down below
Ten,9.8.7,6,...Herewegoagain. Off
to take another giant step for mankind.
But in which direction (forward or backward?). Is this not but another ploy of
the government to take our eyes off of
what is really important, the filth and
waste that surrounds us?
Throughout history governments
have used wars and outside threats to
divert the eyes of the populace from
domestic mismanagement and failure.
Viet Nam was an example of this, until it
fell on its face.
And now that the Communist
Bogeyman no longer haunts our dreams.
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what is left? It's a natural, an elaborate
toy and elaborate scheme, the moon.
With nationwide television coverage to
increase the magnitude of the spectacle,
how can it miss? What does this really
mean to us?
First let's consider the money and
the technological knowhow that goes into
our moon projects. There is little doubt
that our technology is far superior to that
of any other country and (our funds) are
seemingly unlimited, especially for
expensive toys.
But isn't this financing and this
technology shamefully misapplied.
While we put men on the moon some
people in the U.S. are fighting for their
very survival; against poverty in rat
infested slums, against disease in understaffed and underfinanced hospitals,
and against a technology run wild.
While men die in a deteriorating
environment from the very air they
breath, as well as from bullets fired in
unjustifiable wars we are walking on the
moon.
If this be victory, then a hollow one it
is. What if this technology and money
were redirected to help the lot of man?
If the result was but the saving of one
life this would seemingly be more
beneficial to mankind then to bring back
some dirt from the moon. Haven't we
dirt enough?
Why are we going to the moon?
Progress they say. The moon is but
stepping stone to bigger and better
things. But there is an important
question we should ask ourselves. Who
are we to carry man's diseases; greed,
avarice, hate, prejudice, and indifference, to another world where there
may be life.
If we find another inhabited planet we
will do just this. If man Is becoming a
cancer, bent on destroying himself than

he should be quarantined to earth.
I,et the disease of man either terminate in the extinction of man or in
curing itself for the betterment of
mankind before we go elsewhere.
The moon program is hailed as one of
our most striking success yet truth it is
one of our most striking examples of
failure unto ourselves. We keep looking
up, not seeing the garbage in which we
walk.. 5, 4, 3, 2
0.
Stephen Miller
Sit E. LeRoy St

lot's hear from yoi
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and your opinion columns.
Due to our desire to bring you the
largest cross-section of views and
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words, typewritten, and
columns be a maximum of four
typewritten pages, triple-spaced.
We maintain the right to edit all
materials which exceed those limits, and
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
and good taste.
All letters and columns submitted to
The News become the property of The
News and cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to The
BG
News. Editorial Editor, 1M
University Hall.
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Strike hits Goodyear Tire
AKRON (AP) - Rejecting a and Uniroyal, continued
$100 million three-year con- operations without strikes
tract offer, the United Rubber despite expiration of the URW
Workers Union yesterday contract at midnight Monday.
struck the Goodyear Tire &
Goodyear said union
Rubber Co., the nation's negotiators broke off six-week
largest rubber producer, talks three hours before the
idling 23.000 workers in 10 midnight deadline Monday
states
after rejecting what the
The three other members company called "far and wide
of the rubber industry's Big the most generous offer ever
Four, Firestone Tire & made in the history of the
Rubber Co., B.F. Goodrich Co. rubber industry."

WBGU to present
'Earth-Day Radio'

Aatoclafad Pr«i« Wlraphofo

THESE NASA photos show the damaged service module of Apollo 1] after It wai
Jettisoned from the command and lunar module. The left photo shows the module
floating off in space. The dark part of the right photo Is the exposed Interior of the
module after the outer shell was blown out. Fuel cells are at the upper right and the
piece at the top left of the photo is a truss which holds the command and service
modules together.

Judge upholds 2 charges,
dismisses I against Brown
EUJCOTTT CITY, Md.
(API ■ Circuit Court Judge
James Macgill upheld two
charges of rioting and inciting
to riot against H. Rap Brown
yesterday, but struck out part
of a third count against the
black militant.
Macgill then suspended
proceedings in the trial until a
federal court rules on whether
it will accept jurisdiction.
The suspension
was
automatic after defense attorneys notified him they had
petitioned the U.S. District
Court in Baltimore Monday to
take over the trial of the 26year-old former head of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, whose
whereabouts have been a
mystery since early last

month.

Judge Macgill said he
found no grounds to dismiss
the counts of riot and conspiracy to riot against Brown
in connection with the burning
of two blocks of buildings in
Cambridge, Md., in 1967 after
a speech by Brown.

He dismissed one of two
charges in another count that
Brown counseled and aided
persons in burning an
elementary
school
on
grounds, no other persons
were named.
The charge of arson
against Brown was upheld.

WBGU radio (Ml FMlwiU
present an "Earth-Day
Radio" special at 11 p.m.
today, including statements
on ecology by local and
national leaders, on-air phone
calls from listeners, environmental philosophy, and a
format of progressive rock
music.
"This will be a unique
program for the Bowling
Green area," said co-producer
Davis Jones (grad. MA), "in
that listeners will be encouraged to phone in with
their
comments
and
statements on man's environment."
"We will air these phone
calls, along with semidocumentary segments and
little facts you might not know
about how we may all be

EUROPEAN
CHARTERS
New York-London
Round Trip $319. 6-8 In 91, 6-11 to 9-1, 6-16 to 9-7.
New York-Amsterdam
Round Trip $239. 6-12 to
941.
Toronto-London Round
Trip $235. 8-30 to 8-23, 720 to 8-21. Call ((07) 2737611. Day or Night.

with URW leaders for about
five hours Monday night in
Cincinnati before talks broke
off. No new negotiation time
was set.
At Gadsen. Ala., where
3.500 are employed in the
Goodyear plant, the URW did
not wait for the midnight
contract expiration deadline
but walked out at 11:01 p.m.
At Lincoln, Neb., where
Goodyear employs 1,500,

workers failed to report for
the 11 p.in shift.
Pickets were posted at the
four Ohio plants in Akron,
Stow, St.
Marys and
Marysville.
Other Goodyear plants
affected are at Los Angeles,
North Chicago, III., Jackson,
Mich., Windsor, Vt., New
Bedford. Mass., Union City,
Tenn., Madisonville, Ky.,
Topeka, Kan., and Danville.
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Scenic view of one of the Srandanavlan countries.
Ted Rumiller will be here on Thursday to present
a travelogue of Denmark, Norway and Sweden in
the Grand Ball Room. - 5:00 p.m.

Welcome to the bonds
of
Active Alpha Phi

Sallu JCUMUJI

Sisterhood!
Diane
FJIen
Debby
Sandy
Peggy I.

i

L

dead in 15 years," Jones said.
Music will play an important part in what Jones
stressed is a statement on
man's environment: "Rock
music is not just to dance to. A
lot of performers have been
using the toughness of rock to
say something to their
audience-something more
than sex and dope. This
relevant music is what we'll
be playing."
Co-producer Jay Rose
(grad. MA), stressed the need
for listener participation:
"It's pretty obvious, by now,
that the students have
something Important to say
about this whole ecology
thing. Earth-day Radio will
give them a chance to say it,
and to hear the views of others
in a program of meaningful
rock music."

Firestone
said
Its
negotiations were to resume
later yesterday in Cleveland
and Uniroyal said its
negotiations in New York
were continuing on a day-today basis. Goodrich said its
representatives
were
prepared
to
continue
negotiations in Columbus, but
the URW had not asked for
further sessions.
There was no word from
the URW's international
headquarters in Akron about
any of the talks and the four
rubber firms declined comment on details of issues in
their negotiations.
In the 1967 rubber strikes.
Goodrich was struck for 85
days. Firestone for 91 and
Uniroyal for 97. The union
stayed out only 11 days at
Goodyear before agreement
was reached.
Goodyear negotiators met

s

Marg
Lorrit
Carol
Kathy
Lynn

Cheryl
Peggy S.
Bonnie
Nancy T.
Nancy F.

Summer Jobs

FORMAL WEAR

Stoi.gaU
Coapaiy

RENTAL SPECIALISTS

Uifcriridiitt
■•■ from:
Cleveland
Toledo
Akron-Canton
Columbus
Stonegate
summer
internship program
offers an unusual experience for men. This
is sales work on an
appointment basis. No
door-to-door or canvassing. Starting salary
$100-wk. based not on
sales,, but on making a
specific number of calls.
We will be on campus in
the Student Career
Planning
and
Placement Office on
Tues. April 28, 1970.
Students may sign up
for apt. by visiting the
placement offices.

POW PRINT JUMPSUIT
Show-stopper print in lipfront
jumpsuil with fringed sash. Permanent
press polyester/Avril® crepe.
Lush lilac, zing pink.
Sizes: SMI.
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The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
Bowling Green

Could you get enthusiastic
about selling the most salable
prodiKtind^vvorid?

LET'S 60 TO THE
CITY IN SANDALS
The city sandal scene at Lasalle's presents foui
of the newest fashions by Corelli

The product is ideas.
The 2600 men who sell ideas for us
are excited aboul whji they're doing
We know thai because they're successful il it.
And many 01 ihem are recent college graduates
In fact, our preference is for young college
graduates who get a kick out of being selfstarters Bull sessions aside, college students
spend at least four years being independent
thinkers m the world of ideas. As a member of
the Moore sales team, you'd still be pretty
much on your own, with responsibility that
grows as you grow.
Your job would involve you with

a* rqwi opptxiwtitf cmpiDTtf
Oftf (IS on -rt Mi Man. Mia uiMfiwn >■ North JtMnea

communication problems
People problems Problems m business
logistics. You'd be looking for ways to make
information more intelligible to more people
To make it impossible for carelessness
to destroy efficiency.
Challe* vng? You bet it is.
Come and look us over. Demand specifics
Weigh us as hard as we'll be weighing you.
We might turn out to be your kind of people
One of our Moore men will be on campus

"*" April 27hS *

*

See your

Placement Director tor the time and place

A. "Venllla". Brown calf leather with up-to-date
stacked heel. 54-10 $17

40 MODELS TO CHOOSE
FROM :

INCLUDING
EDWARDIANS WITH
FLARED BOTTOMS

NICHOLS
CLOTHIERS
109 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

B. "Salute". Beige and Red leather, platform
heel $22
C. "Eros". Tan Leather, extended sole, stacked
keel. 5'.-in $21
D."Antica". Dark Brown leather 5'.-10 $21

LASALLE'S
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editorial

What happens if we don't wake up
Make love, not war.
Our society has been making war on the environment
tor at least lOO years, and it's time to declare an immediate and irrevocable peace treaty.
Ecological experts have predicted that if we continue
our war on the environment, the environment will finally
be defeated within 50 years. The only problem is that if the
environment loses, we die. A shallow victory indeed.
The implications of what our present system of
production and consumption is doing to the environment
are almost immediately apparent.
To increase the productive capacity of the economy, we
are waging a war of looting and pillage against mother
earth. We have shown no mercy, because our own conspicuous consumption demands a total war against the
environment to provide the luxuries we have come to
regard as necessities.
A list of the incredibly brutal things we are doing to the
environment could goon forever, but we can list here some
of the things that are entirely necessary if we are to keep
from winning our war on the environment:
-Stop production of the automobile in its present form.
The carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions from
automobiles in our major urban areas account for about
half of the air pollution.
Emission-free automobiles, preferably operated
electronically by batteries or fuel cells, can be produced
almost immediately by the auto manufacturers.
If the auto-makers say this is not feasible, internal
combustion engines should be outlawed and systems of
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mass transportation should be developed. People will have
to do without automobiles until individual vehicles can be
produced which will not form a batallion in the army
waging war.
-Stop production of the supersonic transport. The
noise levels from this gigantic machine are almost
guaranteed to cause neurological disorders in. city
dwellers to the point that large masses of our citizens will
be unable to cope with day-to-day life.
-Stop all oil drilling in our lakes and off-shore areas
until such time as it can-be absolutely assured that there
will be no leaks. An oil driller whose operations caused
pollution of the water should not be allowed to continue.
Such a company is committing genocide.
•Stop production of nuclear power plants until it can be
assured there will be no change in the temperature of the
water sources in the area of the plant.
In a lake or river, a change In temperature of three
degrees effectively eliminates an entire species. Superheated water rechanneled into our lakes and rivers upsets
the balance of nature irrevocably. Once a species is extinct, there is no bringing it back.
And extinction of one species can result in the extinction of other species which are interdependent. For
example, elimination of plankton in our oceans would
effectively eliminate those species which feed on plankton.
By drawing out the chain of life, it is obvious that the
elimination of one species could result in the elimination of
many.
-Stop all water pollution. By the reasoning above, it

becomes imperative that nothing should be added to water
which would upset the balance of nature, whether it be
chemical or organic.
-Stop the use of persistent pesticides, such as DDT. The
introduction of these lethal and.long-lasting chemicals into
the life cycle again can result in the extinction of entire
species.
From these few examples, it should be obvious that to
survive, we must change the way we live. By the very
method of our living, we are waging war on the environment.
A demand economy based on more and more
production and consumption will result in our eventual
extinction. We must decide now what we must do to survive and do only that.
For example, the demand for electrical power has
resulted in many of the kinds of pollution mentioned above.
Do you really need electric toothbrushes, blankets,
blenders, shoebrushes, can openers, garage doors, lawn
mowers, doorbells, shavers, ad infinitum?
Instead of living by a production technology, we must
live by an eco technology: a technology devoted to making
love to the earth, not war.
For every citizen, this means giving up what he has
become used to and realizing that the traditional
capitalistic system of production and incentive will only
result in suicide.
Are you prepared to give up your fuel-injected, 440
cubic inch, super-deluxe gas hog? If not, then prepare to
die.
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Propose change in
Heating Plant fuel
By Lee Stephenson
Managing Editor
The University and the state of
Ohio are the proud owners of Bowling
Green's biggest polluter--the heating
plant.
Fortunately, however, University
officials have awakened to the problem
of the smoke belching system and are
pressing for quick remedies.
The East Court Street plant, built in
1951 to replace the original outmoded
facility (now the Centrex Building),
supplies heat and hot water for all
University buildings.
An engineering firm's study has
compared the available alternatives to
the present coal burning operation and
recommended the installation of combination gas-oil boilers at a cost of S600 to
700 thousand.
However, even side-stepping some
normal financing channels, the job
cannot possibly be completed before the
summer of 1971, according to F. Eugene
Beatty, director of buildings and
facilities.
"We hope we can speed this up by
borrowing money if necessary to get the
job done the summer of 1971," he said.
"This is what we hope to do. Whether it's
going to be financially possible or not I
don't know."
He explained that, normally, requests
for the conversion expenditures would be
made in August to the State Board of
Regents and then the State Department
of Finance.
"I don't think we'll have a bit of
trouble having the money approved by
the Regents," Beatty said. "We're doing
everything we can but when you're
working with this quantity of money it's
very difficult."
The University purchases electricity
from the city but all heat and hot water is
supplied by the steam generating plant.

Water is boiled to steam and travels
through pipes to the administrative,
classroom, and dormitory buildings.
Beatty said that after the steam is
used in the buildings it is piped back, in
liquid form again by this time, to the
steam plant.
"The word pollution was almost a
stranger at the time of construction of the
present plant in 1951," he said.
Beatty explained that oil burning
systems were not far enough in
development at that time and that it
wasn't even considered. That was not an
alternative at that point because of cost
factors and unavailability of supply."
He added that the University considers the capability of burning both gas
and oil in the new system important even
at greater initial expense because, "even
now they can't guarantee us a consistent
gas supply."
One of the five present boilers is a gas
burner which was originally installed to
carry the summer load before summer
sessions enlarged and overloaded its
capacity, Beatty said.
The proposed renovation of the steam
plant would mean a number of changes
for the operation and future of the
system.
"Under the new plan the total number
of boilers is reduced from five to three,"
Beatty said. He explained that the space
left would be reserved for a fourth boiler
if the University expands beyond the
present 15.000student enrollment ceiling.
Albert E. Lance, head engineer of the
steam plant, reported that less men per
shift would be required under the new
system, it would be cleaner, and less
complicated.
Lance said that he currently has three
engineers and four maintenance men
working per shift.
Beatty said that the new system would
probably call for the removal of the

present 250 foot high smoke stack. "The
new fuels will not require the high stack
so I would assume that after the complete conversion the stack would be torn
down."
He said that the proposed burners
would require a stack of only 10 to 15 feet
in height but there is a possibility coal
burners will be retained to provide
emergency backup which would
necessitate leaving the old stack intact.
Beatty said that he considers this a
logical time for the renovation because
the burners were installed in 1951 and
have a normal 20-year use expectancy.
He said maintenance costs have risen
consistently in the last se"eral years.
Even though the cost of the initial
conversion is estimated at the 1600 to 700
thousand mark, Beatty said that the
engineers have calculated that the
savings of fuel and manpower will
quickly overcome the investment.
"It will probably be 1978 before the
new system has paid for itself but from
there on we would be saving money." He
added that since the engineering study
the cost of coal has risen so drastically
that the break-even-point might be
reached in half that time.
Beatty qualified the pollution combatting advantage of the new system
saying, "There are exhaust fumes but
the content of pollutants would be a small
fraction of what it is now."
Beatty recalled that the University
has been concerned about the steam
plant's polluting smoke for several years
but prior to that the resulting smog had
not been realized as a problem.
"We have been concerned both from
an economic and pollution standpoint
since 1963 and 1964 but the intensity of
awareness has been in the past two
years," he said.
"I think it was just something that
grew from within as we became more
aware of our local problems."

opinion

ALBERT LANCE, left, heating plant foreman explains boiler operation.
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Stop polluting palaver -come into the CAVE

City sweats over waste,
garbage-disposal plans
By Damon Beck
Staff Reporter
Due to State Health Department
requirements that all garbage and
rubbish be dumped in a landfill, Bowling
Green and Wood County do not have a
place to dump solid wastes.
The great garbage controversy
started last fall when the city had to close
its open-pit dump.
Presently, Bowling Green is transporting its garbage to the Hancock
County landfill, west of Findlay.
"If the Hancock County officials
decide they can't handle our solid wastes
anymore we will have to take It to
Toledo," Mayor F. Gus Skibbie said.
Skibbie said on the average every
person in bowling Green creates five
pounds of garbage each day.
"This means we are hauling about 50
tons a day," he said. 'To transport this
to Toledo would cost between {100-125
thousand a year and I would like to know
where I am going to get the money.
Before a landfill can be set up, State
Health Department criteria must be met.
The area must be tested so there is no
danger of pollution of underground water
and nearby streams.
The department also sets down'
procedures (or the running of the landfill.
A trench method is the most common.
The material is pressed daily to keep the
ground solid and is covered by 12 to It
inches of earth.
The Bowling Green site selected by
the Wood County commissioners and
approved by the state for a landfill is a

152 and one-half acre lot at the corner of
U.S. 6 and Tontogany Road in Plain
Township.
The city endorses the site because it is
only a few miles out of town and would
substantially minimize hauling costs.
A number of Plain Township residents
have been fighting the county in an attempt to get the site moved elsewhere.
Their civil suit could tie the entire matter
up in court for some time.
The county can't borrow money if a
court suit is pending against them.
"We need to borrow money to buy
equipment before we can't start work on
the landfill," said Ralph Brandenbery,
administrative assistant to the county
commissioners.
"The court has to set a hearing," he
said. "This problem might be resolved in
30 days or six months."
"I don't sec any way the landfill site
would hurt anyone," he said.
Skibbie said the location problem
might exist because people think of a
"dump" instead of a "landfill."
"A landfill could be used for anything
after it is full," Skibbie said.
The area would also be surrounded by
a fence to keep papers from blowing, he
said.
The Sensible Waste Disposal Committee, composed of homeowners in the
vicinity of the proposed site, claims the
landfill would pose a general health
hazard,devalue the property in the area,
pollute underground water and that runoff would go into the Bowling Green
water supply.

By Paul Collins
While "ecofreaks" have successfully propelled the
ecology issue to national attention, the only result on a
national level may be a waste-heap of bent buttons and
sheaves of meaningless petitions. Sooner or later the
nation's band-wagon mentality will tire of playing that
nadir of parlor games, "What's it all about, Ralphie?"
Despite all the clamor about pollution in Bowling
Green, for instance, we've yet to hear names of specific
polluters, and ways they're polluting. Interest in this kind
of abstract, generalized pollution will be short-lived unless
concrete goals against name-and address polluters are
proposed and acted upon. For this reason we've undertaken a little research ourselves to find out who are the
owners of America's largest polluter, General Motors.
Guess who it is?-us.
The Bowling Green State University Foundation, Inc.,
which solicits and collects contributions and endowments
for the University, and invests them for growth, is the
owner of one hundred shares of General Motors stock. Mr.
Oscar Retterer, accountant for the Foundation, told me
the proxies for voting at annual stockholders' meeting are
generally returned to management.
We're forming an organization realistically to approach pollution through corporate democracy-voting
pollution controls at the stockholders' meetings of the big
corporations. The Campaign Against Violence to the
Environment (CAVE), No. 307, 1445 Clough St., Bowling
Green, will solicit voting proxies from stockholders in
major polluting companies and attend their meetings,
voting to change their ways.
The Senior Gift Fund Committee is soliciting contributions from graduating seniors, and 50 per cent of the
money available at the end of 1975 will be invested in
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, or other securities. The
proxies for stocks obtained in behalf of students should be
conscientiously used to end pollution.
It's time we became "good citizens" in corporate
democracy by exercising our right to vote. Stockholders'
meetings in the past have been held by major corporations
in small towns, to which the company busses its directors,
officers, and some employees for a day's picnicing and
token voting on pre-arranged questions. No objections
were raised, and if the company was showing a profit, the
meeting was a pleasant event.
But this year's meetings are not going to be picnics,
because groups are forming all over the country to work in
behalf of causes like pollution, women's rights, minority
rights, and to put profit-oriented corporate officers in the
hot-seat.
One example of such a group is Campaign to Make
General Motors Responsible, which operates out of
Washington, D.C. Campaign GM is contacting over two
thousand institutions, including universities, banks,
mutual funds, foundations, insurance companies, churches, and pension funds, and asking them to support with
their proxies three proposals to force General Motors, the
world's largest manufacturing corporation, to become
responsive to social and public needs.
The three proposals, to be put to a vote at GM's annual
shareholders' meeting In Detroit on May 22, would:

1. Establish an independent committee to study past
GM decisions and to recommend structural changes and
substantive goals to the stockholders;
2. Increase the number of Directors on the Board by
three to permit the seating of new members who will insist
that the Board take account of the many social consequences of its decisions.
The Campaign GM has
proposed that Betty Furness, former Special Presidential
Assistant on Consumer Affairs, the Rev. Channing
Phillips, a Democratic National Committeeman and the
first black nominee for the President of the United States,
and Rene Dubos, a biologist and one of the nation's most
eminent environmental experts, be seated as Directors;
3. Amend the corporation's charter to forbid General
Motors to undertake any activity inconsistent with the
public interest.
The United States' Securities and Exchange Commission has ordered General Motors, over the company's
objection, to include the first two proposals in the proxy
materials (statements and forms) it sends out to its
shareholders. Thus all shareholders will have a chance to
vote on these two proposals.
An
Associated
Press story
reported
that,
"management opposes the measures, of course.
It
believes the purpose of the committee 'is to harass the
corporation and its management to promote the particular
economic and social views'of the sponsors." Right on!
CAVE will seek out organizations already into action on
issues against corporate polluters, and will use the proxies
it solicits to change the policies of pollution and social
unconcern.
The following are stocks owned by the BGSU Foundation, Inc.: 91 shares of Allied Chemical; 100 shares of
American Can Company; 400 shares of American
Cyanamid; 200 shares of American Telephone and
Telegraph; 200 shares of Bethlehem Steel Corp.; 100
shares of Chrysler Corp.; 100 shares of Cleveland Trust
(which owns other stocks); 550 shares of Columbia Gas
Company; 100 shares of Continental Oil; 100 shares of
Delta Airlines; 3shares of Dow Chemical; 351 shares of E.
I. DuPont; 100 shares of FMC Corp.; 18 shares of Fundamental Investors; 100 shares of General Motors; 200
shares of General Telephone and Electric; 204 shares of
General Tire and Rubber; 120 shares of Gulf Oil; 22 shares
of Hamilton Funds; 20 shares of IBM; 300 shares of
Kellogg; 200 shares of Kroger;
300 shares of Magnavox; 100 shares of McDonnell
Douglas; 300 shares of Missouri Portland Cement; 20
shares of Monroe Auto Equip.; 440 shares of National
Distillers; 1 share of New York Times; 100 shares of
Northern Natural Gas; 1 share of Ohio Citizen Trust; 100
shares of Peoples Gas Co.; 200 shares of RCA; 250 shares
of Reynolds Tobacco; 208 shares of Seaway Foodtown; 500
shares of SCM; 383 shares of Standard Oil of Calif.; 30
shares of Teleprompter; 300 shares of Toledo Edison; 200
shares of United Airlines; 200shares of Union Carbide; 800
shares of Westvaco; 200 shares of Winn Dixie Stores; 200
shares of Zenith; 348 shares of Pioneer; 80 shares of Sigma
Capital; and 514 shares of Value Line.
We've polluted the air enough with talk; let's put our
proxies where our mouths are.
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Who makes a Teach-in?
WASHINGTON, D.C.-Some are experienced organizers
and some are dropouts who were dissatisfied with
university curriculums, but together they make up the
organization which has engineered the nation's first
ecological teach-in.
Their unstructured, floating-type organization would
make an efficiency expert reel with disbelief but a visitor
to the offices of Environmental Teach-in, Inc, receives the
impression that work is being accomplished efficiently
even though there is no clearcut line of organization.
Environmental Teach-in Inc., was established late last
year to promote and coordinate efforts to hold programs
about the environmental crisis on a single day throughout
the country, according to Steve Cotton, publicity chairman for the group.
The center's endless flow of information packets,
newsletters, and press releases, reports that to date
teach-in activities are being held at over 2000 college
campuses, 3000 high schools, and in some 2000 cities and
metropolitan areas.
Cotton said that although the original idea for the
environmental teach-in had come from Sen. Gaylord
Nelson i D-Wi.sc. i that, "we have no operational contact
with Nelson's office or anyone else's on Capitol Hill.
"The organization was put together by students and

the decisions are made by students."
He said the office has 19 full time workers drawn
primarily from colleges across the country and several
dozen volunteers who work on a part time basis after
hours and on weekends.
Cotton summed up what he thinks is the purpose of the
teach-in office.
"We try to give people a feel for what's happening
around the country. We pass along ideas, information,
research that other people have done, and research that
we are trying to do ourselves. We give them names of
people in their area who are organizing and names of
resource people in institutions they can go to.
"And finally, we give them organizational help where
we can." he said.
The conversation was interrupted by a tall, sandy haired,
levi-clad student who introduced himself as Denis Hayes.
The former Harvard graduate student and often
spokesman for the organization said, "I hear you have a
poster that's fairly exciting and turning a lot of people
on."
He scanned the enlarged version of Bowling Green's
teach-in symbol and after pinning a button on, said, "Hey,
that's really nice."
Asked how he had been chosen to lead the organization
he said, "I don't know. We've all been asking ourselves
that.
"Lead is really a strange sort of way to view it. You
can put up all sorts of diagrams on the wall about how
structures develop but that's silly. We have a meeting of
the staff and derive our policy decisions and anyone who is

Storms and photography

there has just as much to say- -it's really a concensus."
The operation of the headquarters seems extremely
casual and unorganized--phones ringing, guests milling
around, organizers running every direction, and at one
point a little girl singing to a secretary while making
friends with a German Shepherd dog someone had
brought in--but the work was being done.
Hayes commented about his idea of the success of the
teach-in to date.
"We're really pleased with the volume of participation
but there are differing degrees of where people are at
philosophically. At times it strikes us that people in
Detroit seem to be doing things that we would have
guessed would have been more appropriate for people In
Omaha. But overall, we're very encouraged by the
response."
Cotton referred back to the issues and Sen. Nelson.
"Nelson is probably one of the better guys on the
Issues. He's been around on it a lot more than most of the
others. But, the fact is there's a hell of a lot of chicanery
going on."
He commented that it is good that the ecology issue has
been brought down to an individual level but that a bad
result in some cases is a faddish approach where people
do a lot of talking but don't take any action.
"That also means politicians figure as a group that it's
a safe issue-it will pacify the country and unify
everybody. They are thinking that they can say some good
things, not do anything and make people happy.
"But, I think the guys who are hoping this is a safe
issue for them to do nothing about are going to be disappointed. They're going to find that anger and frustration
are going to be growing quickly, that their own credibility
is on the line and they'll find themselves with a lot of
angry people doing some fairly drastic things as the
situation gets worse and worse."
Cotton recognized the University of Michigan and their
successful program as the one with the longest and most
careful planning.
' That was about the first one put together but there are
many, many places putting on excellent programs now."
He said that although the original proposal was for oneday programs on all campuses, many like the University
of Michigan and Bowling Green have extended their
programs over a longer period of time.
Cotton expressed the organization's real thinking and
rationale about the teach-in.
"My feeling is that one-day activities and speakers are
not the most important thing of what happens. The important thing is organizing some effective action that goes
beyond April 22 If April 22 helps people organize effective
political action groups that are capable of informing the
community on problems and organizing on a national
level, then April 22 has been a success."
Reflecting this philosophy, the teach-in headquarters
has announced that it will not stop working after April 22.
Barbara Reid, the organization's coordinator for the
midwest region, which includes Bowling Green, reflected

the long-term committment the group has adopted.
"The number of people who are getting involved and
the growing sophistication of people about the issues is a
very encouraging thing and we've got to really commit
ourselves to more than concentrating on just one day.
Aprill 22 is nothing unless it develops into some new
grassroots movement in this country-that's what we're
really talking about."
She said that the response in the midwest has been just
as encouraging as the rest of the nation but that there
were still large masses of people who had not been
reached by the issue and who need something like the
teach-in to bring them in personally.
"Those people have got to be touched-touched in a way
that they start to think about what they are doing. One
way to touch people is by involving them in an activity so
visible that they must stop and think about it. That's what
is important about getting something community-wide so
that people in that community can speak to their own local
environment.
"If that environment means rats, cockroaches, no
food, and crappy housing, then they speak to those issues.
The point is, this should be a day on which those in the
community who are concerned, speak to what it is in that
community that makes the environment there. What is it
like to live in Bowling Green, Ohio?"
The nation's colleges are being administered in four
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sections by regional coordinators, but Bryce Hamilton has
taken on the coordination of all of the nation's high
schools.
"I'm getting 150 letters a day from all over the country
and it's very encouraging to see the high schools taking
this interest."
He says that some of the high school programs are
"every bit as good as the college ones."
Visitors from various schools and other interested
persons wandered in the outer office from time to time
pick up posters, buttons, and literature or just to talk.
One individual walked in among the others carrying
several copies of the best-selling "Environmental Handbook" which was prepared specifically as a fact-book for
April 22's teach-in.
Asked if he was working with the book in some way, he
replied that he was the editor, Garret De Bell.
He said that he was in Washington, D.C. as a lobbyist
for the Zero Population Growth organization and that he

was immediately receptive when asked to do the volume
of collected works for Ballantine Books.
"I decided what kind of stuff people needed to know
and then I thought about getting things to do the Job."
De Bell said about half of the material was original by
selected authors, including himself.
The book has been extremely successful and De Bell
plans to publish more material on the ecological crisis,
although he says he would rather not compile another one.
"Editing stuff is a lot harder than Just writing it, so the
next tiine r would like to see someone else take that
responsibility and I could Just write some pieces."
The organizers' reasons for getting involved with the
teach-in vary but they all have a common devotion to
immediate recognition of the problems.
For Denis Hayes involvement came because "it Just
happened to come at a time when I was pretty dissatisfied
with my program and wanted to get something I could
sink my teeth into."
Cotton left school in Boston to work for the teach-in. "It
seemed like a good idea and a good way of bringing

together a lot of people who could be able to turn the
country around."
The western regional coordinator, Arturo Sandoval,
said, "I was active in the Chicago movement and I believe
in the ecology issue."
Barbara Reid, the midwest coordinator, was the most
explicit. "I got involved because of my personal committment to social movements of one kind or another.
After graduating from the University of Michigan,
working with the conservation foundation, and the Kennedy campaign, I got a job here.
"The foundation, which is a small non-profit group of
people who work on interdisciplinary projects in the environment field, got me started and I was turned on to the
whole environment issue as one of importance, concern,
and one that hooks up with urban issues, the anti-war
issue, and priorities in this country."
Although the offices of the teach-in are modest and the
general approach to projects is one of monetary conservatism, operating funds for the organization are slim.
"We're desperately short of money and operating close

to the line," Cotton said. "Our money has come from a
couple of small foundation grants and mostly from individual contributions. We need more."
Barbara Reid said, "We're still operating on a catchas-catch-can basis. The foundation money was all one
lump-sum grants. They've all been spent."
She said, however, that the group would definitely not
give up after April 22, and that they would be applying for
other foundation grants.
"We're not going to stop and fold up operations here on
April 23. We're going to keep going ourselves and we are
encouraging other groups to develop long-term programs,
to get involved with local issues and to grab at any lever
that moves the programs you want to push.
Beyond the teach-in, the organizers hope their work
and national awareness will expand, not only further into
ecology but also into other phases of American life.
Barbara Reid said with concern, "We can't stop now,"
and Denis Hayes was quoted as saying recently. "We will
feel Earth Day has failed if it stops at pollution-if it
doesn't serve as a catalyst in the values of society."

Gaylord Nelson—
attempting change
within the system

SEN. GAYLORD NELSON spends time when possible with educational groups such as these Wilting fellowship program Journalists. The ecological crisis
and rejection of Supreme Court nominee G. Harrold Carswell.
WASHINGTON D.C.-Participants in the
Environmental teach-ins across the country
are generally critical of the devotion and
actions of the nation's congressmen on the
ecology issue.
One senator, however, is generally
respected in his devotion to the problems.
He's Sen. Gaylord Nelson (D-Wisc.) and any
success of April 22 will in no small way be due
to his efforts as the man who originally
proposed the teach-in for college campuses.
In a press conference last month after
being presented with Bowling Green's teachin button by Student Body President Greg
Thatch, Sen. Nelson talked about the
unrealized severity of the crisis by the U.S.
public.
The senator's extensive comments about
birth control pills resulted from questions
probing his reasoning for calling
congressional hearings on the safety of the
drug last February.
The following are the senator's taped
remarks from that press conference:
My view Is that all the Issues-war, peace,
poverty, race relations, and hunger-are
important bat If you don't solve the environmental one they are irrelevant. In my
view that makes It the most Important issue
of all. It's a matter of survival.
The worst environment in the United
States is In the central heartland ghettos of
our major cities-traffic, air pollution, no
place to play, lousy schools, terrible housing,
and noise. If we don't stop it in another 25. 30
or 40 years, we won't be able to breathe-period.
Are we going to wait until every city in
America is like Los Angeles air before you do

anything about it? In Los Angeles the medical
society last spring passed a resolution advising all school administrators and all
parents not to let their children exercise
strenuously on regular work days because It's
dangerous to their health. What kind of a city
is that to live in?
I would say that 99 per cent-plus of the
people in America are concerned with it now
but they really don't understand the
dimensions of it. That's part of the
educational process.
Generally, industry has opposed environmental control measures throughout
history. They all cost them money and they
will oppose them. There's never been a strong
enough political constituency to counterbalance that opposition.
In my state (Wisconsin) we're critical of
our pollution. The reason that we don't get
enforcement of the laws we have is that the
Chamber of Commerce and the industry
avoid these. Industry says, "It will cost too
much to operate here if you guys put in all of
these things and we'll go someplace else." So
that stymies the states. We have to get it to
the national level where standards would be
set nationwide so they can't use that competitive argument.
The most important part of the president's
State of the Union speech was that he said
next to peace it's (environmental crisis) the
most important issue facing the country. The
fact that he said it escalated the issue. If
you've got enough grassroots support around
the country for doing these things, they will be
coming to the legislature, city councils, and
congress.
Air pollution, of which the automobile

N.wipholo by Mill* Arloiki

contributes 50 per cent, does an estimated
economic damage right now of $10 to 12 billion
a year. So you're paying for that whether you
want to or not just because air pollution is
doing that. You have to go to something else
which seems to be the gas turbine engine.
Cost estimates for the conversion are as high
as $5 billion so in the end the conversion cost
to the country is cheaper.
You don't solve the environmental
problem unless you stop the population
growth. I don't think there's any question
about that. There are an estimated 700,000
women who bear unwanted children annually
plus a million abortions. This obviously
means more money is needed in family
planning and birth control research.
Our growth rate in America has gone from
two per cent a year to one per cent which is
fairly dramatic, but in Japan they've gone
from two per cent to seven-tenths of one per
cent. They were motivated. I think by
education, availability of birth control
devices, family planning and motivation, it's
necessary to have zero population increase. I
think we're over-populated now.
There's no question about the pill's effectiveness. But it was being widely promoted
by the drug industry as a pill with no side
effects. Popular magazines of all kinds were
running stories--"the perfect answer, no
problems, no side effects." The truth is that
the women weren't being told anything about
side effects by their doctors.
You have a drug on the market approved
by the government and then you have the
promotion of that drug by people saying
there's no problems when there definitely
are. You know all of these things about the
drug; that it increases the cases of thromboembalism, it increases depression
sometimes very seriously for those who are
emotionally unstable. You know that if a
sister or a mother or aunt had breast cancer,
that the individual shouldn't get the drug. You
know that all testimony is that everyone on
the drug should get a physical examination
once every six months.
Almost all of the authorities say that you
ought to describe what the known side effects
are, what we don't know about it, and what
the concerns are and then have informed
consent so the user can decide. The facts are
that two-thirds of the doctors were telling
them nothing, there's no package insert that
goes with the pill to tell them what symptoms
to look for that might cause them to require
consultation with a doctor, and that a substantial percentage aren't getting an exam
every six months.
Do we have an obligation to inform the
people affected? Doctors are mad, women
are mad. population control people are mad,
(after recent months' congressional hearings
on the pill headed by Sen. Nelson) but are we
big brother and do we decide what eight
million, five-hundred thousand women should
know?
We know that these estrogens cause an
incidence of thromboembalism nine times as
high as if you don't take it but that's still only
four cases per hundred-thousand versus half
a case per hundred thousand. We know that it
affects the metabolism in all organs of the
body but we don't know of any serious side
effects. We know it causes cancer in all
animals it's tried on but we haven't agreed
that it's caused cancer in a human being.
If all the women were told all that, then
when they read this (results of the hearings)
in the paper they wouldn't be scared. But they
weren't told that. So, of course they're
frightened. Are people entitled to be informed
or not? My view is that they are.
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woru>»nEws 'Earth Day' group plans new effort
i Associated Pr»s

TWA jet averts collision
LONDON - Two hundred and twenty-four airline passengers
and crew missed death by four or five seconds near London
airport two weeks ago, an investigation committee reported
yesterday.
A Trans World Airlines jet carrying 139 passengers and 8
crew from New York had to dive to miss a British Overseas
Airways Corp. plane leaving for the Middle East and India, a
committee report said.
The near miss occurred April 7. Sources here said the
American pilot, Capt. William Piper, later filed an official
report at John F. Kennedy Airport in New York.

Drug maker builds fund
AI.SDORF, Germany - The West German producer of
Thalidomide has established a $30 million fund for children
allegedly crippled by the drug, it was announced yesterday.
Chemie Gruenenthal and representatives of the alleged
victims signed an agreement April 10 arranging for the future
care of the children, lawyers representing the company and
plaintiffs told a news conference in this small mining town.
The company originally offered $27.3 million for an out-ofcourt settlement in an effort to end the marathon criminal trial
of seven past and present company officials and scientists
charged with negligent manslaughter, inflicting bodily injury
and violating federal drug laws through the development and
sale of Thalidomide 1957-60.

Cong reject withdrawal
PARIS - The Viet Cong dismissed yesterday President
Nixon's new Vietnam troop withdrawal order as a "maneuver
aimed at fooling public opinion."
A spokesman for the Viet Cong peace talks delegation here
said Nixon is "in fact prolonging American military occupation
of South Vietnam" instead of "putting an end of the American
war of aggression and rapidly withdrawing all U.S. troops."

'THE GOOD EARTH'
Let's
keep it that way
The Sisters of
Alpha Chi Omega

WASHINGTON (AP). The
organizers of "Earth Day"
said yesterday that once their
nation-wide demonstration
takes place they will start
moving into more direct efforts to Improve the environment.
Tens of thousands of
colleges, high schools and
community groups are
scheduled to participate today
in "Earth Day"-a variety of
local demonstrations in
hundreds of cities aimed at
focusing attention on pollution
and other dangers to the
human environment.
At a news conference
yesterday, national coordinator Denis Hayes said the
organizing
group,
Environmental Teach-in, Inc., a
tax-free, and thus nonpartisan group, will reconstitute itself as "Environmental Action."
Under that title, the group
will no longer be tax-free and
will be free to support any
action.
Hayes said it will encourage local and regional
groups to get involved in stock
proxy fights,
lawsuits,
demonstrations, and political
elections to win their environmental battles.
Environmental Action, he
said, will investigate corporations and government
agencies at the local and state
level, singling out offenders
against the environment and
suggesting "socially
responsible" solutions.
"We're not a party or
faction
or
formal

organization," said Hayes,
"but really part of a
movement."
Hayes said he does not
expect public interest to dry

up after Earth-Day.
"Things are getting
worse," he said, "and it's
going to involve more and
more people."

His group's real fear, he
said, is that powerful interests
might manage to convince the
public with rhetoric that they
are solving environmental

problems when, in fact, they
are not.
"The rhetoric is going to be
challenged, and challenged
effectively," he said.

before it gets out of hand,"
said James McClellan,
chairman of Earth Day activities at Southern State
College in Magnolia, Ark.

Profs plan no lectures

Meanwhile, "Earth Day"
programs went on throughout
the nation.
A clean pond in Connecticut. A "pollution trail" In
Oklahoma.
And a "Dead
Orange Parade" in Florida.

Sponsors have estimated
more than 2,000 communities
will participate in the environmental campaign.
In addition to teach-ins and
rallies, designed to acquaint
people with the pollution
problem, there will be
massive clean-ups in many
areas.
Nursing students at theUn
iversity of Connecticut in
Storrs plan to undam, drain
and clean up Duck Pond,
adjoining their school.
Said one student:
"In
recent years, we understand
certain chemical pollutants
which have found their way
into the pond have killed
numerous fish...It seemed
natural that we, as nursing
students, would express our
concern in cases where
pollution could constitute a
health deterrent."

Avoid Uach-ln Opportunity

A random News survey of
professors
conducted
yesterday showed little
planned in the way of class
lectures for observance of
Earth Day, the National
Environmental Teach-in Day.
Dr.
Bruce
Edward,
associate
professor
of
economics said, "My feeling is
no one In the class has said
anything about discussions, so
I guess I'll go ahead as usual.
Although
the majority
of professors questioned
agreed that something must
be done about various
ecological problems, few had
planned any special lectures
for the national observance.
Dr. Irwln I. Oster.
professor of biology indicated
that his classes were being
required to attend a lecture by
Erllck tonight, but that "other
than that there's nothing else
being done."
Dr. Thomas D. Anderson,
associate
professor
of
geography, explained that his
cultural geography class deals
primarily with problems
related to ecology, but he
plans no special lecture on the
subject.
He added that
geographers have been
talking on the subject "for

decades" and that it's "kind of
nice that people have caught
on."
Another member of the
geography department, Dr.
Adelbert Botts, also indicated
that his topic was closely
related to environmental

permit, allowing the sale of hipowered, carry-out liquors.
The council objected on
grounds that there was no offstreet parking provided, and
the carry-out business would
cause a traffic hazard on
Wooster Street.
But City Solicitor Richard
Marsh told the governing body

Please
All of us hate to see empty cans and bottles lousing
up what's left of a beautiful country.
It's too bad packaging technology today isn't
as exotic and convenient as the gimmicks and
gadgets on the TV thrill shows; like you, we'd like
nothing better than for every empty can and
bottle to self-destruct. Someday, soon, things will
be different, though... because we and a lot of
other concerned people are all working on the
problem in earnest.

Earth Day means action
Wednesday for thousands of
Americans who are trying to
learn about their environment
and clean it up.
"The problem is here and
now is the time to correct it-

Group requests Cong
to leave; draws
SAANG, Cambodia I AP) A
group of Vietnamese men,
women and children, prodded
by Cambodian troops, crossed
no man's land at Saang
yesterday pleading for the
Viet Cong to go away and were
met by a hail of fire.
Cambodian officers said
the Vietnamese had volunteered for the mission. But a
seminary student who carried
a white flag denied this and
said the Vietnamese were
rounded up in four villages.
When the bullets began to
fly, the Vietnamese ducked for
cover in banana fields along
with the newsmen who ac-

Council still against permit
City Council Monday night
continued to object to the
issuance of a liquor permit for
the Wooster Shop, at least
until remodelling plans are
initiated by the owner.
Two weeks ago, council
passed a resolution formally
objecting to the Wooster
Shop's application for a C-2

topics but has "planneo,
nothing out of the routine
schedule."
A member of the chemistry
department, Dr. Arlo D.
Boggs, said "I personally am
not aware of anyone in the
department who has planned
anything special."

Monday night that the owner,
Mrs. Helen Subic, plans to
conduct the carry-out business
from the back of the store.
He said because there is
access to the rear of the shop
from Court Street, this affects
council's original objection.
Walter Zink, safety service
director, said he had investigated the situation and
found the owner has not applied for a remodelling permit.
He also said he believed
there was insufficient parking
in the back of the shop.
According to Mayor F. Gus
Skibbie, the council wanted to
be sure the permit would not
be issued before the Wooster
Shop started remodelling.
He said they wanted insurance that the business
would not be operated out of
the front of the building on
Wooster Street.
If remodelling is started by
the May S hearing before the
Ohio Board of Liquor Control,
council's objections will
probably be dropped, he said.
Mrs. Subic declined to
comment until after the
hearing.

companied them. At least two
of the Vietnamese were
wounded and 10 were reported
missing.
Gen. Sosten Fernandes,
commanding in this area, told
newsmen: "It was a good way
to discover where the Viets
have
their
automatic
weapons. This exercise now
gave us a good reading for our
105 mm cannon."
At that moment, the
Cambodian artillery opened
up on the enemy positions.
The situation at Saang is
typical of the Cambodian
army reaction to the advance
of the Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese from bases along
the border with South Vietnam. The Cambodian army
has been unable to respond
quickly to the enemy
challenge and is on the
defense in all the threatened
provinces.
Reporters with the four
battalions of troops trying to
dislodge the Viet Cong force
from Saang, saw an army that
was not cowardly but seemed
not to know how to fight.
An officer had to shout
across the Mekong River
because he had no other way
of communicating with men
on the other side. Trucks full
of munitions sat on a wide,
Hear road, easy targets if
spotted.
The Viet
Cong
and
North Vietnamese seem to
strike where they want to and
then settle in. No effort has
been made to push the
guerrillas out of the town of
Krek northeast of Phnom
Penh where they have cut off
travel between the capital and
the rich plantation area of
Kompong Cham and Mimot
Province for more than a
week.
The towns of Prasaut and
Chipou, in Svay Rieng
Province to the east of Phnom
Penh, remain in Viet Cong

hands without much more
than harassing fire.
In Takeo Province, to the
south of the capital, the towns
of Kerivong, Ton Leap and
Phnom Den are now considered under enemy control
although seven days ago
foreign newsmen traveled
freely through them.
The army's performance
has developed a pessimistic
attitude about its chances in
one military attache who until
last week thought it had
enough men and firepower to
hold on until it became better
organized.
"The problem is you have a
neutralist country's army
without experience in battle,"
he said. "But more than that
is its concept of itself for
years-a frontier police,
chasing smugglers and often
looking the other way when
the Viet Cong moved by.
"I don't really know now if
they can change the old ways
quicklv enough now."

Mount says 8( rate
needed for pay deficit
WASHINGTON (AP) Postmaster General Winton
M. Blount testified yesterday
a boost to an eight-cent first
class mail rate is needed to
help pay an anticipated $2.5
billion deficit that will come
next year largely from new
pay raises for postal employees.
Blount said the two-cent
increase on first class mail
would pay about $1.14 billion
and the rest would come from
a $900 million public service
subsidy and increases in other
classes of mail.
But Chairman Arnold
Olsen, D-Mont., of the House
postal rates subcommittee

Meantime, there is a foolproof way to keep cans
and bottles from cluttering up the countryside,
and you can do your part:
Please don't throw them there in the first place.

Tulsa University students
planned a "pollution trail"
guiding participants on a tour
ranging from sewage treatment plants to an unspoiled
section of land, and fifth
graders at Moore School, Just
outside Oklahoma City, are
spending a week in the Arbuckle Mountains, studying
man's relation to his environment.
A group calling itself the
New Party of Florida is
sponsoring a "Dirty Orange
Parade," with floats emphasizing the pollution theme.
One float, called "Old
Smokies,'
depicts
smokestacks across the
country.
Another
"People
Pollution," will show a small
car crammed with people and
carrying a banner reading,
"We double every 35 yearsfooddoesn't."

before which Blount testified
said it was unfair to put the
major increase on first-class
mail which is already paying
its own way, and then ask
smaller increases on second
and third classes which are
not.
He said it would be very
difficult for the subcommittee
politically to raise rates two
pennies for the mail class
most Americans use while
approving lesser increases for
classes he said are used
primarily by business and are
already subsidized.
Blount replied that the
proposed U.S.. postal service
would put all classes of mail
on a self-paying basis but that
the proposed rate increases
for next year are transitional
so as not to impose full cost on
the various classes all at once.
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I've Get A Deal Yea Gays Just wouldn't believe.

EARL WILSON JR
In The Carnation Room It's FREE April 22 nd and 23rd.

BUDWEISER.
KING OF BEERS,

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.
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20TH ANNUAL DELTA UPSILON
BIKE AND TRIKE RACE
SUNDAY, MAY 26
9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
STADIUM LOOP DRIVE AND UNION OVAL

Litter but tint- bus
Haw. you no tyM'
You're strangling our streets'
0 try to bt wist.
Litttr bug Litter bug
' Hurt you no hands'
Our parks art disgractful!
Thin*. Undtrstand.
Litttr bug Litttr bug
Have you no prid*'
Our highways art ravegM!
Don't throw things outtMt.
Litttr bug Litttr bug
Have you nohtart?
This land's gttttng ugtyf
Lt^s changt thingsLaTs start.
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CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) Cleveland Mayor Carl B.
Stokes asked President Nixon
yesterday to intervene In
wildcat truckers strikes which
he said were "having a very
serious impact" on his city.
"The wildcat strikes by
truck drivers throughout this
area have defied our best
effort at settlement," Stokes
said in a telegram to
Washington.
He asked the President to
direct the secretary of labor
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kite flyers

■I
34

WASHINGTON (AP) Kids
are getting busted in
Washington for flying kites.
"The charge is kite flying,"
the burly sergeant said with a
straight face as he pinched a
19-year-old youth for violating
a 19th-century act of Congress
against kite flying in the
nation's capital.
The National Park Police,
deployed on horse and motor
scooters, charged up the
Washington
Monument
grounds and drove off 30
laughing, shouting youths on a
bright spring day two
weekends ago.
Four kite
owners were arrested as
disorderly persons.
Last Saturday, the kids
were back again. So were the
cops.
Eleven kite flyers,
chanting "The skies belong to
the people" and "My country,
kite or wrong," were hauled
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and attorney general to "take
inunediate action to return the
truck drivers to work."
Rebel
members
of
Teamsters Ixx-al 407 have
been on strike for 21 days in
the Cleveland area, seeking a
II raise and improved benefits
instead of a $1.10 raise
provided for in a tentative
national contract.
Teamster officials have
blamed a group of 75 rebels for
keeping an estimated 8,000
area truckers off the job and
state officials estimate strikerelated unemployment in the
city at more than 18,000
persons,
"Layoffs at plants and
businesses are growing,"
Stokes said, "with particularly severe effects on
small firms. There have been
incidents of violence and there
is the threat of more."

Associated Prett Wlrephoto

MEMBERS of Cleveland Teamsters Local 407. along with wives and chlWrea, march
through downtown Cleveland to support their demands for a larger raise than
proposed by negotiators and for Improved benefits. Some SW prnoru took part la the
march, which covered more than 44 blocks on the ltlh day of walkouts by Cleveland
truckers.

Protests disrupt campuses
BY THE
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Racial conflict and antiwar
protest set off a series of
disturbances at several U.S.
colleges and high schools
yesterday.
President Eric A. Walker
of
Pennsylvania
State
University and his wife fled
their campus home early
yesterday after students
stoned it and broke some
windows.
About 1.000 of Penn State's
25,500 students attended a
meeting Monday night to
protest arrests at an anti-war
sit-in last week. Small fires

were extinguished in several
dormitories and classroom
buildings, at least one started
by a gasoline bomb.
A racial clash of high
school students at Atlantic
City, N.J., resulted in two
injuries and 19 arrests
Monday. Several shop windows were broken in the
downtown area.
The high school was closed
pending an investigation of the
cause of the trouble. It was
said to have been started by a
false stabbing rumor.
Racial tension was also
blamed for firebombings at
both the high school and the
University of Kansas in

House to examine
Douglas charges

<gj^fc
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employment available im
mediately or for next fall
Driving school bus. Contact
Otsego Ural schools
UJ1201

Rales I W per linr prr day 2
lines minimum average of i
Congrats on your ADPi
wurds per line
Deadlines i p m Iwu days Pledging. Deb. We Love you. •
Mooney
before dale of publication
The BG News reserves the
RKhl lo edit or rejecl any HOW TO COMMIT SUICIDE!
don't care about pollution'
«lusi(Te"d
advertisement
placed
Go Sig Era - take the Beta
Printed errors which in the Again! Your Golden Hearts
News' opinion deter from the
value of the advertisement, Congrats to Greg and Sue on
will be rectified free of charge
vour Sigma Chi pinning • Your
if reporled in person within 48
PisaneUo partners.
hours of publication

UM 1 female puppy near
dough k Manvdle. black with
white on her chin and under
neck. Answers to Sam.
Reward CAU. 33MM04

Mr Tom Bataky and Miss
Carolyn Strecker - Our
congratulations on your
engagement Your Brothers
of Tau Kappa Epsilon
Roll UP Your Sleeves May 29
and 30th Call 22343 for appt

clean up polluUonQty today!
Split scene 70 Iron Butterfly.
MayMickeU on Sale at the
Union
Thanks to the pick up in the
2nd row you restore our faith
in the human race, we love
you. Three cold girls, Cindy,
Deb. Vic.
Ride needed to O.U and back
this weekend Call M1M
Ride needed to a from
Chicago April a or X -will
pay-call Helen 372 sea*
Ride available to Chicago
April 24 Call 332-19M
Ride needed to cnncinnati.
Thurs, Aprils Will pay. Call
Bev 25413
Hide iv.iUbk lo Chicaco.
April M. Call 352-1N4

| f>l high for DelU Rho Rush'

PERSONALS
POLLUTION-.ei FjMLtgh to
mivkeiisdif' Isn't i( enough to
mike us STOP""
The Alpha Phi's are backin'
the rugby team!!!

I piK Kps - make the weekend
complete - win the Bike net,
too'

Thani for the heavy party Pht
Mu pledges. We loved every
minute.
Kappa Sigma
Pledges

GIVE B1.00D May ■ and 30 - UtUe Sisaes congratulate our
Call mu for appt
Dell man Jack - IFC V. Prta.
New DZ pledges just Love
Ihtir new Sisters

SURVIVAL fN IM? DO YOU
CARE'

DelU Rho IJves'

TO TF.KE Pledges, so your
ONE UP' Don't co^t „„

Other sis birds- My 22nd
really swingln'! - Bitch.

hta inly on your neat get away.
You may be bedridden.

Dkk 4 Thtta Ou's Get off Riebe a Pam The was fickle
your Buns 4 RIDE TO VIC- finger of fate is beckoning
TORY Sunday- Keep Thtta you! Love in KD your roomie.
CM r I-ambie and Het
SCOTT + WAS looking lorMu Hedges II was worth ward to Detroit and Canda
getun' dirty with you to clean What heppend Please call
YOUR "Co-pilot"
up' The Kappa Sig pledges
Do it again like you dad it
before. Deli baseball team
FORMOTHER'S DAY - the
perfect gin - jewelry by Philip
Morton, llf WW outer
THE
ENVIRONMENT
NEEDS YOUR HELP' Give a
DAMN
Goldtr. Hearts Welcome New
Sig Ep Pledges - We think
you're Great. Bigs, get high for the paddle
party! Alpha Cam Littles

RENTALS • SALES

Attention ill junior and senior
English majors: Names art
now being taken for the
National English Honorary
Room Iff A
Sign up
University Hall
MothtrsSUMMER
P1J4YSCHOOL IN BG. accepting rtterviuortl.
CAB
1744173 after 4 30
Alpha Sigs -you really know
how to rally! Thanks for the
"T"! tht Alpha Pi's

TRYING TO SUBLET YOUR
APT? Bring your listing to the
Student Housing lo the Student
Housing Aasr (Xfice . RM 406
A Student Services Bldg and
well post it for you. 0 you're
looking for a place for Hit
summer, come in and check
the board

One bedroom Gramvitw Apt.
lo sublease for summer 3S3-

ThursUn Manor apta., 4»1
Thurstln available summ a
FALL, studio apts completely
furn. air. cond cable TV
Phone 332-3433.
Skin diving Equipment
0175 ■ Greenvlew.

352-

17 Triumph IRS.wIre wheels
351-0175 ■ Greemdaw.
IK4 New Yorker 10 i to with
living room 14 k 17. IMMEDIATE occupancy. Call
352-5754
Male roommate needed lor
summ. qtr 3M Greenvlew
CalU J52-4at7

for Salt: 17 Rebel Power,
Auto. v« air 2-MM.
Sblt. 3 bdrrn. apt. for summer
•I reduced rate. Call 362-0171
Summer
Sublease-Rent
reduced greenvlew Call 3U0615
Apt. for sum.
"Sublease" "two^lrls " or
married couple". 3U-K7I apt
45 Greenvlew.
For Salt: Vn Contenlnlal
Organ. Fender Baseman-Best
offtr Ph. J52-57H
Apt. for sublease 273 Vanity
SQ Summ. 1 bdrrn. Call 3530136 after I p.m. Gnat Atmosphere.

2 girls want lo sublease apt.
suites for 1,2.3. or 4 students. for taO qtr Call 377-3237
I price range from KM per
month and up.
Oomplete 4-man air cond Untv. Cta.
living faculties The
Ross Sum. 37M0II or J7J-J171
Hotel corner of Booster and
Prospect now leasing for Want to rent parking apace
summer and fall Evenings 7-9 near Newman center, Fall qtr.
Call Bob, Wk nltes after I pm
Sat . 10-4.
332-0173
Apt. for sublease for summ. 1
bdrrn. furn. Varsity Sa. Call Apartment for sublet - summ
school only - t persona Call
3S2-53W
3S2-70H

For Sale 61 Triumph Spitfire
I13H or make offer 334-51 If

4-man apt. for summ. UNTV.
Count, air. cond. Call 3547t61

19t» Honda 50- low mileage:
asking OK -Ctll 354-3342 after
I pm.

2 girls needed for apt for
summ Winthrop South. Call
352-727.

For Salt- l?t« VW Automatic
Suck shift Call 353-2544

Two female roommates tor
summer Greenvlew 352-5553

Men double rooms, summ and
fall. Ideal location Inquire 304
Court or 354-1533

FREE SEX! Not really, but
we do have a mod . furn apt
to sublet summ. I but from
ctmpus Ch-jip 372-3M*

For Salt-17 G.T.O. stick. 40a
cu in. Light Greta Black
interior-Lott of extras Call
352-5*11 after 5 pan.
Female needed lo there
Unrrer. Clt. apt. (hta summer
Call 352-3777.
14 Plymouth, 4 doer sedan
good cond. S3M 372-3M4.
Future faculty family wishes
to rent clean three bedroom
home In B.G. after June 1st.
117510(250 range Call collect
517-353-115
M MG midget while win
wheels, tonneau cover. 112*9.352-5527

Now' Alpha Gam Neophytes

Attention Juniors. Seniors « BG breeds Apathy
Graduate Students part tune Apathy breeds pollution - Heat

reduced Greenvlew. Call 352
For Sale M Pontalc runs good 0613
■
4-man apt.,
and good body, make offer
summer, air. cond , furn. MO
JSWIOJ
mo. Valentine apto.

Two bdrrn. fwrn howte for
aaanm. for 3 girla (ft-rno aa.
Call 36+57*2

Furn. house for rent summer
only ideal location 354-1533
Apt. 4 ROOMS for summ
acroaa from campus Phone
3U-73B.
Male student lo share apt i
Ideal location NO
352-7471 |
tiler 3:30 for appt.

Malt
roomate
neededSummer Qtr Varsity SqapU
■Call 35t7f33 after 5 pm.

1* Camero SSRS cuat. int
many other options etc. cond.
any reasonable offer.
.3525*15

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale: Transistorized
SUMMER JOBS: Stonegale
ignition system new
I volt. Company will be at the
neg end Call 372-3ft1
pUcemewt Office interviewinK
undergraduate
men
on
Supper apartment for 2 males Tuesday. April 2t. 1(7*. If you
need to tiirdetitr for summ
live In Cleveland. Toledo.
(to mo Call 351*110
AkronCanton. or Columbus
and will have accctt to a car
Mena -rooms-double
and this summer sign tap for an
single Sept. and June 351 appointmenl at the Placement
Service! Office. Starting
salary Is (lfD-wk
Summer Sublease - Real

ML

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House Judiciary Committee
voted yesterday to investigate
the charges brought by
members seeking to impeach
Supreme Court Justice
William O. Douglas.
Chairman Emanuel Celler,
(D-N.Y.), said a special fiveman subcommittee will look
into the charges. He said he
hopes the inquiry will be
concluded within 60 days after
it starts.
Celler will head the special
investigating subcommittee.
Other members are Reps.
William M. McCulloch (ROhio), Jack Brooks (D-Tei.),
Byron G. Rogers (D-Colo.i,
and Edward Hutchinson (RMich).
Cellar said no date has
been set for starting the in-

t

TO
DO
TOdSaY
SEA EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Faculty Lounge, Union.
EARL WILSON, JR.
Will give excerpts from his
new show, "A Day in the Life
of Just About Everyone" at 8
p.m. in the Carnation Room,
Union. Wilson has been
working as a professional
singer for four years and sees
himself as a combination Burl
Bachrach
and
Simon
and Garfunkel. The performance is free and open to
the public.
"EFFLUENTSOF
AFFLUENCE"
Photographic
journey
through polluted areas in the
vicinity of Bowling Green will
be presented at 4 p.m. in
Room
210
ScienceMathematics Bldg. The
program is free and open to
the public as a part of the
environmental teach-in.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Will meet at 8 p.m. in 112
Life Science Bldg.

vestigation and the list of
witnesses has not yet been
drawn up.
However, McCulloch said
all of the 110 Congress
members who sponsored the
impeachment resolution
should come forward and
state why such action should
be taken.
Douglas has come under
criticism both for his court
opinions and for his outside
writings.
Democrats will have a
majority on the five-man
subcommittee, as they have in
Congress itself.

Cirttr volunteers
The SEA and College of
Education are sponsoring a
Teacher Career Day in which
high school students are
given an opportunity to
preview the academic and
social phases of college life.
Eighty volunteers are
needed for April 27,1970, from
11:45 a.m. - 1 p.m. Those
interested
in taking high
school students on a campus
tour should send their name,
address and phone number to
Nancy Miikovich, 212 Chapman.

Ijwrencc, Kan. Part of the
student union at the university,
was destroyed, but there was
only minor fire damage at the
high school, where several
windows were shot out.
Classes resumed Monday
at Lawrence city schools,
where classes were dismissed
Friday because of racial
unrest.
Other incidents:
Hobart College, Geneva,
N.Y. -officials locked the
ROTC offices and classrooms
after a sit-in by 100 students
from Hobart, a men's college,
and William Smith, its sister
for institution women.
I .os Angeles-A firebomb
was thrown through a window
of a Bank of America, causing
extensive damage. Police said
they did not know if it was
linked to last weekend's
turmoil at Santa Barbara,
where firebombs were thrown
in a Bank of America branch

which replaced one burned
down in February.
Yale University, New
Haven, Conn-The Yale
College student senate voted
33-26 to urge the entire Yale
community to attend a
meeting tonight to vote on a
strike protesting the approaching trial of eight Black
Panthers charged in the
slaying of another Panther.
Chicago--The Illinois
Crime Investigating Commission urged stiffer penalties
for mob action and suspension
of students convicted of
crimes during state campus
protests.
It said Students for a
Democratic Society was
largely responsible for last
October's
disorders
in
Chicago, which it said was
"planned and executed by
revolutionary youths who are
among the most anarchistic in
our nation's history."

Police called to OSU
during anti-war protest
COLUMBUS, Ohioi APiAn Ohio Highway Patrol squad was
called to the campus of Ohio State University about noon
yesterday after protestors resumed anti-war demonstrations
they began Monday.
Two students were reported arrested and booked at police
headquarters on charges of trespassing and resisting arrest.
The campus trouble stemmed from a "Prospectus 70"
program at the Ohio Union, a career exhibit in which a number
of firms have displays.
Protestors claimed several displays were by companies
holding defense contracts.
About 200 protestors formed on the campus oval about noon.
Later 100 marched to the Ohio Union and entered. Wendell
Ellenwood, Union director, used a loudspeaker to tell the
students they were disrupting the program, and most left.
A few remained and the Ohio Highway Patrol was called.
City police also were in the campus area.

If You Don't Care

About the Pollution
Crisis.. .

IT'S YOUR
FUNERAL ! !
ANOTHER NEW
SHIPMENT
OF

BELLS !
STRIPES. FANCIES, JEANS
WHITE BELLS

"THE BACKROOM" AT

\tht Ben
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Thinclads breeze to five triumphs
By Denny White
Sports Editor

Nawtpholo by Klrt Babudsr

SPLASHING RECKLESSLY In the Ireeilng water pit during the steeplechase run
Is Falcon Dave Olirn. Dave placed fifth In the event.

-Bunt* V Punts

'The Hawk' ran here
By Vin Mannix
Sports Writer
He wasn't wearing a
uniform with Michigan, or
Pittsburgh, or even Bowling
Green on it, yet everybody at
yesterday's Bowling Green
Open Relays knew who he
was. He was In every event.
They call him "the Hawk."
"You can't run a decent
meet in wind like this,"
complained Paul Zitko, rangy
Falcon hurdler, who ran in the
Open's first event, the shuttle
hurdle relay.
"Wind like this, hitting you
in the face, holds you up," he
said. "It blows you away from
the hurdle when you re trying
to go over."
The Hawk was the big
factor in the Falcon track
team's home debut, helping
some while hurting most.
One BG sprinter, Al Webb
almost "blew his handoff
away" when making a baton
exchange with Eddie Watkins
in the 440 Relay, won by the
Falcons.
"We got these cardboard
batons, ya see, and when I
tried to give it to Eddie, the
daggone thang Just about blew
away," Webb said.The
Hawk is ba-a-a-a-d."
Another Falcon who the
wind didn't help any was Mark
Trace, a high Jumper.

"We tried turning it
around," said Trace referring
to the crossbar, "but nothing
worked because of the wind. I
felt like I could Jump about
6'6" too."
6' was the best Trace could
do.
Joel Mashey, Bowling
Green discus thrower, was a
little more scientific about
handling the wind's hindrance.
"If this was a cross-wind it
wouldn't affect me that
much," Mashey explained,
"but this wind's blowing in
straight from the west, so I
have to throw In a flatter arc."
While most of the others
competing yesterday were
bothered by the wind and cold,
either in performing or Just

BG to try to
play again
The Falcons baseball game
with Wayne State was cancelled yesterday due to the
weather conditions at Wayne
State. However, the game has
been rescheduled for this
afternoon. This weekend the
basebaUers will resume MAC
action against Miami. BG is
10-7 overall and 2-1 in the
MAC

PIZZAlllPARUOl

OLD TIME FLICKS

keeping warm, there was a
javelin thrower from Eastern
Michigan by the name of Ron
DeVries who was aided by
"the Hawk."
"I got a better throw
because I'm left-handed,"
said DeVries. "This wind is
keeping my throws down and
in bounds, while all the other
guys throwing here are righthanded, so the wind hangs
their Javelins up and carries
them out of bounds."

, "A swell day for flying
kites," Joked one of the participants in the Bowling Green
Open Relays, yesterday at
Whittaker Track.
The meet figured to be like
a practice session with partial
squads competing and some of
their best performers left
back on the campuses.
Falcon trackmen used the
exercise to good advantage,
however, winning five events,
four of them in relays.
Shortly after the start of
the meet, runners lined up
from BG. E. Michigan, W.
Michigan and Marshall for the
three mile relay and a few
sideline shiverers rated the
home quartet a chance.
Rich Breeze and Steve
Danforth led after their legs
as expected, but Bob
McOmber came through and
retained the slight lead,
evoking mild surprise. Then,
Jim Ferstle finished the upset
with a determined 660 yard
spurt and won by a wide
margin.
"I don't believe it," yeUed
Falcon Ail-American Sid Sink,
running to congratulate
Ferstle.
Sink, who did not expect to
run before the meet, showed
up at the starting line for the
mile and a half run and
crossed that point again,
6:48.1 later with an easy win.
Sid's leg was hurting, but
not one to turn down a
challenge, the junior distance
runner took on the wind and
conquered it, though he called
his
runaway
effort,
"terrible."
Never far behind Sink,

Dave Wottle anchored two
victorious relay races with
come from behind kicks in
both.
Wottle was not really
pleased with his times either
and knew that the competition
was not excellent but concluded about the afternoon,
"It was a workout."
Joining him in the winners'
circle of the mile and a half
relay event which ended the
meet, were Paul Zi*o, Luke
Fullencamp and
Doug
Lawrence.
In the sprint medley win,
sophomore Wottle anchored a
team including James,
Fullencamp and Watkins
George
Geil,
Eddie
Watkins, Al Webb and Bobby
James ganged up to "smoke"
Western Michigan in the 440
relay race in a time of :43.1.
The steeplechase, always a
physically demanding event,
was especially tortuous
yesterday with the runners
splashing through freezing
water at the pit in the infield.
Tracy Elliot took the
runnerup spot but derived
little pleasure from soaking
his shorts with Ice water.
"That was terrible. My
lungs hurt like crazy because
of the cold air. It was like the
first cross country race of the
season," said Elliott.
Though the wind was
probably the most discussed
topic of the afternoon, coaches
from E. Mich., W. Mich.,
Marshall, the University of
Michigan and Pittsburgh were
thankful far the competition.

"It was a great idea and I
would like to see it become an
annual affair," said E.
Michigan's coach.
"Sure, it was a mid-week
type meet and we only brought
down 12 men, but it was well
worth it and well-run," said
Michigan's coach.
Shuttle hnrdle-Westera
Michigan 15.5
3 mile relay-BG 12:56.4
(Ferstle, Breeze, Danforth
and McOmber)
Long Jump-Clark (Eastera
Michigan) »' 3V
440 Relay-BG 43.1 (James,
Watkins, Weeb, and Gefl)
Hammer throw-Converse
(Western Michigan} 18*' I"
Shot put-Hein (Pittsburgi 41'
V
1831 Steeplechase-Hill
(Marshall) 5:46.8
Javelln-Kouvolo (Pittsburgh)

ar 1"

Sprint Medlry-BG 3:33.1
(Watkins, James, Fullencamp
and Wottle)
High Jump-Devries (Eastera
Michigan) *' 2"
441-yard Intermediate hurdlei"Peck (Westera
Michigan) 56.0
1 'i mile relay-Michlgaa
5:38.3
Triple Jump-Rencher (Mall
City) 47' 3"
880 yard relay-Westera
Michigan 1:30.3
Discus-He in (Pittsburgh) 154'
1 4 mile run-Sink (BG) 6:48.1
Mile
relay-BG
3:25.6
(Gagnet,
Lawreace,
FMUeacamp and Wattle)

sporrs

Linksmen ore 12th of 15 toons
OXFORD - The Mid American Conference golf invitational
was held here Monday on the Hues ton Woods course.
Indiana of the Big Ten won the tournament with a total team
score of 770, a three shot advantage over both Michigan State
and Ohio State. The top MAC finisher was Kent State at 792,
good for sixth in the tourney.
Right behind Kent was host Miami at 795.
The Bowling Green golfers finished at 811, good for 12th place
In the IS team field. BG was ahead of only one other MAC
school, Western Michigan.
John Anderson, top Falcon golfer, was tenth In the top ten
medalists for the invitational. He had rounds of 83 and 72 for a
36-hole total of 155 only nine strokes off the leading medalist.
Dale Krusoe of Kent State was the leading medalist with a
score of 146. The only other MAC player In the top ten medalists
was Bill Shuemaker who shot a 154.
Anderson shot 44 and 39 for his opening 18 hole score of 83
while he dropped down to 36-36 for a 72 for the final 18 holes.
Jim Stone of BG shot a 161 for the next best score for the
Falcons with rounds of 82 and 79. Dick Erick shot an 87 and a 76
for a 163. Two other Falcons were in the 160 range. Craig
Leister, in his first start this year, has a 166 with rounds of 84 and
82. Also Scott Masters was in a 167 with an 85 and an 82.
In at 171 for Bowling Green was Rick Faulk with rounds of 85
and 86.
The Hueston Woods course will be the site of the MAC
championships May 22 and 23.

TUESDAY \^LiALEjLi
APRIL28...
EVE. at 7:15, 9:3e -Sat. Sun. Mat. at 2:34,5 p.m.

W.C. FIELDS
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
LAUREL & HARDY
Evtry Wednesday I p.m. - 11 p.m.
Open Every day from 11 a.m.

N.w vhoto b, Klrl S-kud..

STRETCHING OUT over a hurdle Is BG'sPaal Zitko as hit
trailer looks terrified at the proposition of clearing

THE YEAR'S
10 BEST!"

CINCINNATI (APISuperstar Oscar Robertson was
traded to the Milwaukee
Bucks by the Cincinnati
Royals yesterday for Flynn
Robinson and Charley Paulk.
The trade puts Robertson
on the same team with 7-2 Lew
Aland or which should give the
Bucks one of the most prolific
one-two scoring punches in the
National
Basketball
Association.
The Royals said no cash
was involved in the trade.
The trading of Robertson
was no surprise. Earlier, the
Royals sought to trade him to
Baltimore for Gus Johnson but
the "Big O" invoked a clause
in his contract which allowed
him to approve any trades. He
rejected going to Baltimore.
He had said after that,
however, he would not be
playing for the Royals next
season.
Robertson is one of the

highest paid players in the
NBA. He reportedly has been
receiving $125,000 a year from
the Royals.
There was no definite information as to what
Robertson will be paid at
Milwaukee but there were
reports it would be $175,000 a
year on a three year option
renewal.
Robertson had been with
the Royals since the 196041
season. He was a three time
all-American at the University of Cincinnati before
turning professional.
He was an all-league
player every year until this
season. His scoring average
has ranged from 24.7 to 31.4.
Despite his medium height of
6-5, for a pro, he has also been
a top man in rebounds and
assists.
During the past regular
season Robertson missed 13
games because of a groin
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another hurdle.

Royals deal the 'Big O' to the Bucks
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KEEPING HIS bead warm with a black beret Is
Rich Breeze during yesterday's BG Open Relays.
Breeze was part of the record breaking four mile
relay team at Kaasas last weekend.
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Election of 2 Dlrectors-at-Large will be part
of the student body elections. Anyone may
apply, bat all applicants mast be Interviewed
and approved of by the UAO Screening Committee. Interviews are April 22 and 23. Interested Students may siga-ap at the UAO office
oa the 3rd fleer of the Uaiea.

injury but averaged 25.3
points a game with a 51 per
cent shooting average and he
pulled down 622 rebounds and
assisted on 555 goals.
There
were
reports
throughout the season that
Robertson and the new Royals
coach Bob Cousy did not quite
see eye-to-eye. Cousy sought
to develop a fast running team
and there were reports that he
felt Robertson's play was too
deliberate.
Cousy said yesterday that
"in regard to my relationship
with Oscar this year, it was a
healthy one without the
slightest negative exchange
and I regret that some people
chose to look upon our attempted trade with Baltimore
as a personal conflict. This
was absolutely false."
He added that in obtaining
Robinson and Paulk, "We
obviously feel that we are
adding considerable strength
and potential to a young and
rebuilding team." The Royals
did not qualify for this year's
playoffs.
Robertson had never
played with a championship
club in Cincinnati and Cousy

said, "I'm certain that Oscar
will continue his brilliant
career with the Bucks and
possibly have the opportunity
to finish out his playing days
with a championship club now
that he is teamed with a
player of Lew Alcindor's
caliber."
Robinson started his pro
career with the Royals in the
1966-67 season after sitting out
a year because of a chest
infection.
The following
season he went to Chicago in
the expansion draft but then
was traded to Milwaukee for
the 1968-69 season. Robinson,
29, averaged 21.8 points a
game for the Bucks this
season.
Paulk, 23, played college
basketball at Northeastern
Oklahoma State College.
He was the Bocks' second
round draft choice two years
ago. He played only 16 games
with Milwaukee during the
past season before going into
military service. He is now in
Vietnam but is expected to be
discharged before the Royals
start their fall practice
sessions.
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